The striatum as the main entry nucleus of the basal ganglia is long known to be critical for motor control. It integrates information from multiple cortical areas, thalamic and midbrain nuclei to refine and control motion. By tackling this incredible variety of input signals, increasing evidences showed a pivotal role, particularly of the dorsal striatum, in executive functions. The complexity of the dorsal striatum (DS) in its compartmentalization and in the nature and origin of its afferent connections, makes it a critical hub controlling dynamics of motor learning and behavioral or cognitive flexibility. The present review summarizes findings from recent studies that utilize optogenetics with complementary technologies including electrophysiology, activity imaging and tracing methods in rodents to elucidate the functioning and role of discrete regions and specific pathways of the DS in behavioral flexibility, with an emphasis on the processes leading to initial action sequence or serial order learning and reversal learning.
Introduction
Executive functions consist of multiple high-level cognitive processes that include planning, problem-solving, decision-making, working memory, strategy evaluation or behavioral control and adaptation. The latter can be defined as behavioral or cognitive flexibility, which is a broad concept that refers to the ability to adapt one's cognitive representations, and hence behavior, to environmental changes, which is essential for daily living and often survival.
Behaving in a flexible manner requires multiple operations involving inhibition of old pre-learned responding, search for novel effective strategies, and maintenance of these new strategies. The concept of behavioral flexibility emerged from animal learning studies (Dickinson, 1981) in which animals face choices influenced by future reward outcomes. There are different assays to measure behavioral flexibility in human and non-human primates, as well as in rodents, using reversal learning, strategy-or set-shifting, or inhibitory control or self-control tasks. Reversal learning allows to measure a simpler form of behavioral flexibility entailing shifts between different stimulus-reward associations within one dimension (Iversen and Mishkin, 1970; Dias et al., 1996) . Classically, a dominant strategy is formed and must be reversed due to changes in reward contingencies. First, a conditional stimulus is associated with a response leading to a reward (e.g. left lever press) in the presence of a second unrewarded stimulus (e.g. right lever press). Once the association is acquired to form a dominant strategy over multiple trials, the stimulus-reward contingency is unexpectedly reversed, and subjects are required to reverse their preference switching to the previously unrewarded stimulus as the cue (e.g. right lever press). Similarly, strategy-shifting also consists in a change in response strategy but the attention is solicited by stimuli from multiple dimensions through visual, tactile, olfactory or spatial cues at the same time (Roberts et al., 1988; Dias et al., 1996; Brigman et al., 2005) . In these paradigms, the first rule focuses on one type of stimulus for example visual discrimination differing in color (one color is rewarded but not the other) while tactile stimuli are irrelevant. The strategy-shift would then require a tactile discrimination, such as different textures, and visual stimuli become irrelevant. Therefore in strategy-shifting, subjects are required to shift between multidimensional attention sets to succeed, while in reversal learning subjects are required to adapt their response in accordance with changes in stimulus-reward contingencies, within one dimension. In "self-control" or tasks assessing response inhibition, another aspect of behavioral flexibility is examined. In brief, subjects here are required to withhold or inhibit their actions in anticipation of reward. In this regard, these different assays intrinsically involve various brain mechanisms, although some overlap. One characteristic trait that reflects this aspect is the perseverative responding https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuint.2019.01.009 Received 18 November 2018; Received in revised form 12 December 2018; Accepted 8 January 2019 that can be measured in the three various paradigms we described. Perseverance as a trait of behavioral inflexibility can either correspond to a deficit in erasing old pre-learned strategy or impairments in the acquisition of a novel one. In this review, we do not intend to cover all aspects and assays of behavioral/cognitive flexibility. We will be specific in naming the tasks and assays probing behavioral flexibility, mostly focusing on initial serial order learning and reversal learning procedures in rodents, as model system to identify neural substrates and circuits of behavioral flexibility operations.
Behavioral inflexibility that includes impairments in reversal learning, is a common feature of many psychiatric illnesses and neurodegenerative disorders such as schizophrenia, attention-deficit/hyperactivity-disorder (ADHD), drug addiction, depression, Parkinson's or Huntington's diseases (Owen et al., 1992; Lawrence et al., 1999; Swainson et al., 2000; Cools, 2001; Rogers and Robbins, 2001; McLean et al., 2004; Fillmore and Rush, 2006; Waltz and Gold, 2007; Murray et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2009; Shell et al., 2018) . Along with brain impairments associated with these diseases, a large literature has shown that across species, the frontal lobe and the basal ganglia (BG) play fundamental roles in enabling the different aspects of behavioral flexibility (Kirkby, 1969; Kolb, 1977; Pisa and Cyr, 1990; Owen et al., 1992; Eslinger and Grattan, 1993; Roberts et al., 1994; Wise et al., 1996; Dias et al., 1996 Dias et al., , 1997 Birrell and Brown, 2000; Swainson et al., 2000; Collins et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001; Cools, 2001; Crofts et al., 2001; Barense et al., 2002; Chudasama and Robbins, 2003; McLean et al., 2004; Ragozzino, 2007; Waltz and Gold, 2007; Floresco et al., 2008) . A key advantage of the paradigms we described above is that it allows to identify the types of error induced by a particular brain region alteration, whether they are due to deficits in suppressing old prelearned responding, acquisition of novel strategies, or maintenance of novel strategies. Globally, lesions or inactivations of the frontal lobe typically lead to increased perseverative responding of the initial strategy during either a reversal or strategy shift. Primary loss-offunction studies further dissecting the function and necessity of various cortical and sub-cortical regions attributed distinct involvements of discrete regions of the cortex and the striatum in the different aspects of behavioral flexibility. Hence, reversal learning would be critically dependent upon the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) (McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Ragozzino, 2007; Ghods-Sharifi et al., 2008) . In contrast, strategy-shifting would be further mediated by the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) as shown by strategy-shifting deficits when mPFC is inactivated while reversal learning is not affected (Birrell and Brown, 2000; Stefani et al., 2003; Ragozzino, 2007; Bissonette et al., 2008; Floresco et al., 2008; Ostlund et al., 2009 ). Thus, OFC and mPFC would differentially contribute to different components or operations of behavioral flexibility.
Downstream from cortical regions, damage to the DS, which is made of the caudate and putamen nuclei, in animals or patients with Parkinson's or Huntington's diseases is associated with impairments in both reversal learning and strategy-shifting (Owen et al., 1992; Lawrence et al., 1999; Ragozzino et al., 2002a Ragozzino et al., , 2002b . According to its cortical inputs, the DS can be subdivided into the associative, dorsomedial striatum (DMS) corresponding to primate caudate nucleus, receiving afferents mainly from prefrontal and associative cortices, and the sensorimotor dorsolateral striatum (DLS), homologous to primate putamen, receiving afferents from sensorimotor cortical areas (Graybiel, 2008) . Thus, both the OFC and mPFC project to the DMS. Interestingly, loss-of-function studies of DS sub-regions showed that the DMS would play a broader role than either the OFC or the mPFC do alone in behavioral flexibility (Ragozzino, 2007) . Inactivation of the DMS leads to deficits in both reversal learning and strategy-shifting (Ragozzino et al., 2002a (Ragozzino et al., , 2002b without affecting initial discrimination learning. Damage to the DMS impairs learning and maintenance of new strategies after the strategy shift. Hypothesis postulated thereafter is that the DMS, in coordination with different cortical areas, may link a particular response pattern with a specific strategy, which allows the reliable execution of the new strategy as well as the continual inhibition of previously relevant strategies (Ragozzino, 2007) . In contrast to OFC and mPFC, DMS inactivation does not increase perseverative responding (Ragozzino, 2007) . Similar observations in a strategy-shifting assay were made when inactivating the core region of the ventral striatum (VS) or Nucleus Accumbens (NAc) that also disrupt shifting from one strategy to another (Floresco et al., 2006) . However lesions of the NAc has no impact on reversal learning performance (Castañé et al., 2010) . The lateral sector of the DS, the DLS, was shown to be particularly important in the automatization of tasks and habit formation (Yin et al., 2004 (Yin et al., , 2009 Rueda-Orozco and Robbe, 2015; O'Hare et al., 2016) . Importantly, the DLS plays a seminal role in sequence or serial order learning as shown by severe impairments in the acquisition of a simple sequence after DLS lesion while DMS lesion has no impact (Yin, 2010) . Despite this strong effect, DLS damage does not impair reversal performance but facilitates extinction of responding in the old rewarded strategy (Castañé et al., 2010) . Thus, there may be here two dissociable aspects of behavioral flexibility: while DLS impairment does not affect the acquisition of novel reversed strategy, it still impact on the extinction, which reflects a form of inhibitory control. A classical view of the DS mode of operation in learning proposes that through its compartmentalization, the DS would execute complementary functions in motor learning and behavioral flexibility where the DMS would support goal-directed learning, rapidly acquired and responsive to changes in choice outcomes, which would be then gradually supplanted by the DLS mediating stimulus-driven habitual performance (Graybiel, 2008; Balleine et al., 2009) .
However, to further our understanding on the role of the DS and define the striatal processes underlying motor learning and reversal learning, we also have to integrate another dimension in the cellular complexity of the striatum. The striatum is composed to 95% of two categories of GABAergic medium-sized spiny neurons (MSNs) also called striatal projection neurons (SPNs), and to the remaining 5% of cholinergic and three types of GABAergic interneurons including Fast Spiking Interneurons (FSI) (Butcher and Hodge, 1976; Chang et al., 1981 Chang et al., , 1982 Gerfen et al., 1985; Kawaguchi et al., 1990; Kawaguchi, 1993; Bennett and Bolam, 1993; reviewed in Silberberg and Bolam, 2015) . MSNs are subsequently divided into two intermingled populations: dopaminergic receptor type D1-expressing neurons giving rise to the striatonigral direct pathway (dMSNs), projecting directly to downstream BG nuclei including the internal Globus Pallidus (GPi) or Substantia Nigra pars reticulata (SNr); and dopaminergic receptor type D2-and adenosine (A2A) receptor-expressing neurons forming the striatopallidal indirect pathway (iMSNs), projecting to the GPi and SNr via the external Globus Pallidus (GPe) and the subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Beckstead and Cruz, 1986; Kawaguchi et al., 1990; Gerfen et al., 1990; Schiffmann et al., 1991; reviewed in Gerfen and Surmeier, 2011; Lanciego et al., 2012; Nelson and Kreitzer, 2014) . Considering this cellular diversity and the complexity of striatal input/output organization, many of the previous studies using lesions and local pharmacological inactivation approaches set numerous limitations due to lack of specificity onto the different cell types and pathways involved, hiding most of striatal processes in the acquisition and execution of behavioral flexibility. Thanks to the vast development of transgenic tools and optogenetic systems, every component of the DS can be specifically targeted, in each compartment. The following chapters will depict the latest findings on the encoding and contributions of the two main projecting cell populations of the DS in initial motor sequence learning and reversal learning in rodents, obtained mainly through optogenetic approaches consisting in 1) imaging or recording from in vivo optogenetically-tagged cells in behaving animals, and 2) controlling sub-populations activities to assess their respective role in behavioral responding. Finally, we will present some studies integrating, on top of these sophisticated approaches, the function of specific synaptic connections to defined striatal cell populations or to discrete regions of the DS in motor learning.
Neuronal correlates of motor learning in the dorsal striatum
The essence of many behaviors is organized into complex sequence of actions, which implies a selection of elements of action executed in a particular order and precise timing. Humans and animals have this extraordinary ability to develop new learning organized into precise sequences of movements. Based on past experience, complex skills can be produced with more accuracy and efficiency in face of an everchanging environment. Several lines of evidences suggest that the motor circuit of the BG, and particularly the DS, play an important role in these motor planning and learning processes involving sequential behaviors (Graybiel, 1998; Yin and Knowlton, 2006; Balleine et al., 2009; Hilario et al., 2012; Jin and Costa, 2015) . The BG has been proposed to be critically involved in the "proceduralization" of action sequences or "chunking" referring to the capacity to recall as a whole a series of actions/elements in a hierarchical manner (Graybiel, 1998) . During sequence learning, many neurons of the striatum, or more largely in the BG, develop a sequence-related activity (Jin and Costa, 2015) . There are neurons showing increased phasic activity during the execution of every element of the sequence, some neurons selectively encoding initiation (start), termination (stop) or both (sequence boundary) but a few, and neurons exhibiting sustained oscillation firing or remain silent throughout the whole period of sequence execution (Jin and Costa, 2015, see Table 1 ). These observations indicated that the BG circuits can encode action sequence as modules or chunks (Jin et al., 2014) .
Furthermore, this sequence-related activity is differentially expressed in direct and indirect BG pathways, notably during the execution of action sequence (Jin and Costa, 2015) . As depicted above, the striatum contains a majority of intermingled MSNs, organized into the direct (dMSNs) and indirect (iMSNs) projection pathways. Classical models of BG motor control describe a loop in which motor cortex sends glutamatergic inputs to the striatum, and is in turn influenced by the BG through inhibitory outputs to the thalamus. Striatal pathways are thought to be functionally opposing by either increasing or reducing thalamo-cortical activation to promote or suppress motor action (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990) . The neural substrates that mediate these antagonistic effects are thus thought to be the dMSNs and iMSNs, where dMSNs disinhibit thalamo-cortical activity whereas iMSNs inhibit it, implying that movement initiation would relate to activation of dMSNs, while movement inhibition would relate to activation of iMSNs (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990) . These theories were largely supported by the development of genetic and optogenetic approaches implemented in striatal sub-populations. Hence, since the development of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) transgenic mice, it became possible to assess the respective role of dMSNs and iMSNs, first, in motor control. To control, record or image specifically with optogenetic tools these populations, two BAC cre-recombinase driver lines can be used: D1-cre mice (Gong et al., 2007) and A2A-cre mice (Durieux et al., 2009) showing specific cre expression in dMSNs and iMSNs, respectively (Durieux et al., 2011 (Durieux et al., , 2012 . Indeed, D2 promoter (Gong et al., 2003 (Gong et al., , 2007 initially used to target iMSN, was also found to lead to protein expression in striatal cholinergic interneurons (CINs) and in presynaptic DA neurons (Bertran-Gonzalez et al., 2008; Matamales et al., 2009) . Along with the canonical model, the first genetic manipulations in which d-and i-MSNs function has been selectively disrupted by the deletion of a key striatal signaling phosphoprotein, DARPP-32 (Bateup et al., 2010) , or by selective lesions (Durieux et al., 2009 (Durieux et al., , 2012 , showed that either way, lesions or loss of function in dMSNs reduced basal locomotor activity, while it increased it when targeting iMSNs. These results were consistent with the interpretation that activation of dMSNs normally exerts a stimulatory effect on locomotion while iMSNs exert an inhibitory tone. This classical model also supports many BGrelated disorders and explains as well the mechanisms by which symptoms of Parkinson's disease are improved by deep brain stimulation restoring somehow the imbalance of activity within the BG Table 1 Preferential sequence related-activity of individual striatal GABAergic projection neurons. network (Da Cunha et al., 2015) . Follow-up studies using optogenetic stimulating approaches further confirmed this view on an opposite and bidirectional control of movement (Kravitz et al., 2010; Yttri and Dudman, 2016) as optogenetic activation of dMSNs in the DMS resulted in increased locomotion and velocity together with a significant reduction in immobile states, while photostimulation of DMS iMSNs decreased velocity and elicited more arrests or immobile states (Kravitz et al., 2010; Yttri and Dudman, 2016) . However, in another study applying bidirectionnal optogenetic control of d-and i-MSNs in the DLS on action initiation, Tecuapetla and colleagues found a more versatile role for d-and i-MSNs, respectively, having complementary contributions rather than opposite (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . In a lever press task, photoinhibition of the direct and indirect pathways both resulted in increasing the latency to initiate action sequence, suggesting that both pathways are necessary for action initiation (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . Surprisingly, photostimulations of d-and i-MSNs before the onset of action initiation also impaired action sequence initiation (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . These data suggested that balanced activity between both pathways and/or specific patterns of activity, rather than rate of firing, may be critical for appropriate action sequence initiation. By further dissecting photostimulated-evoked behavior, the researchers found that optogenetically activating d-or i-MSNs either slowed or aborted action initiation as the animals switched to other behaviors, respectively. A similar distinction could be made when applying optogenetic control during action performance (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . This study is not consistent with a simple "Go" pro-kinetic action of the direct pathway, and "No-Go" anti-kinetic properties of the indirect pathway. The authors rather positioned their results in this view attributing a complementary role of both pathways with the direct pathway supporting the initiation and execution of the desired action, while the indirect pathway would permit it by inhibiting competing actions. This alternative model has also been built up based on investigations examining the behavioral correlates of neural activity in both populations in behaving animals. As mentioned earlier, the neural activity within the DS exhibits a variety of response patterns in sequential motor behavior, and distinct sequence-related activity were found in dand i-MSNs (Jin et al., 2014) . The way to selectively monitor the activity from d-or i-MSNs uses a combination of in vivo electrophysiological recordings with channel rhodopsin (ChR2)-assisted optogenetic photo-tagging identification of individual cells in behaving mice, using the different cre-lines mentioned above (Jin et al., 2014) . Using this approach, Jin and colleagues observed that a majority of dMSNs displays sequence-related sustained firing activity while a majority of iMSNs shows sequence-related inhibited firing activity during action sequence execution (Jin et al., 2014, see Table 1 ). These results are consistent with what the model would predict: dMSNs would be more active during movement to facilitate it, while iMSNs would be inhibited and active during lack of movement. Importantly, the target regions that receive GABAergic innervation from d-and i-MSNs (in the SNr and GPe, respectively) behave in a symmetric way, confirming that the two BG pathways display opposite activity during the execution of motor sequences. Importantly, in contrast to the classical model, the researchers highlighted a similar proportion of d-and i-MSNs (∼40%) co-active during action initiation and action termination (Jin et al., 2014) , demonstrating that both pathways show concomitant activity on specific actions. Co-activation of d-and i-MSNs during action initiation was already observed using optogenetic imaging approach with genetically-encoded fluorescent calcium indicators (GCaMP) in the same cre-lines monitoring the activity of d-and i-MSNs in a lever-press task (Cui et al., 2013, see Table 1 ) or during self-paced movements (Klaus et al., 2017) . A cooperative contribution to spatiotemporal control of voluntary movements was also suggested from an in vivo juxtacellular electrophysiological study led in rats subjected to a reward-based motor action (Isomura et al., 2013, see Table 1 ). A recent study using a multicolor calcium imaging fiber-photometry in the DLS recorded d-MSNs (green fluorescence) and i-MSNs (red fluorescence) separately or simultaneously in the mouse during spontaneous 3D motor sequence (Markowitz et al., 2018) . Their recordings highlighted that both populations encode the sequences of spontaneous motor behaviors and that the DLS is necessary to combine motor sequences (Markowitz et al., 2018) . Altogether, these recent findings converge into an alternative model proposing that the activation of the two pathways is fundamental for action selection (Hikosaka et al., 2000; Mink, 2003) . As mentioned earlier, the model's theory argues that co-activation of both pathways would permit a selection of the desired motor program driven by dMSNs, while iMSNs would inhibit competing motor programs (Hikosaka et al., 2000; Mink, 2003) .
In the last ten years, growing evidences indicated that, upon the behavioral context, both striatal populations can either have antagonistic effects or these effects can be occluded when the animal is not moving or the two populations can work in a complementary manner for controlling actions (Cui et al., 2013; Isomura et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Tecuapetla et al., 2016; Geddes et al., 2018) . This is also illustrated by how striatal activity modulates primary motor cortex (Oldenburg and Sabatini, 2015) . In this study, Oldenburg and Sabatini examined the effects of optogenetic stimulations of d-and i-MSNs on primary motor cortex activity when mice perform a lever-pressing task. First, they found that activation of d-and i-MSNs enhances and suppresses, respectively, firing rates of units in the motor cortex, consistent with the classical model of BG/cortex interactions. However, they also found that these effects in response to d-and i-MSNs stimulation were heterogeneous, asymmetric and context-dependent. Unexpectedly, the authors found that iMSNs stimulation excites transiently a sub-population of cortical cells (∼30%). Both populations can thus be excitatory on a sub-population of M1 cells. Furthermore, the task-related activity of cortical neurons that are highly sensitive to d-MSNs stimulation is different from that of neurons that are highly sensitive to i-MSNs stimulation (Oldenburg and Sabatini, 2015) . These results highlighted a variety of responses in superficial M1 cells and suggested that d-and iMSNs have selective and non-antagonistic effects on distinct cortical neurons, and that d-and i-MSNs modulate motor cortex activity through separate multisynaptic pathways.
Very few studies dissecting behavioral correlates of d-and i-MSNs activity in action sequence learning are available for now, and to date, in our knowledge, no such study has been yet performed in a reversal learning or strategy-shifting procedure. Recently, Geddes and collaborators investigated how d-and i-MSNs in the central region of the DS encode a heterogeneous action sequence across different behavioral levels (Geddes et al., 2018) . The task consisted in executing a specific lever-press sequence in an operant chamber equipped with two lever presses. Mice were trained and required to press a specific spatiotemporal combination "left-left-right-right" in order to earn a reward. Electrophysiological procedures combined with optogenetic ChR2-phototagging in D1-and A2A-ChR2 transgenic lines in the DS, were applied when the animals were trained and performing the rewardedsequence pattern. Similarly to previous studies, the authors found that, at the sequence-level, a sub-population of both d-and i-MSNs exhibit a start/stop-related activity, although it was less frequent in iMSNs (Geddes et al., 2018, see Table 1 ). Also, at the element level (e.g. each lever press) another sub-population of d-and i-MSNs show sustained or inhibited activity, respectively, consistently with the classical model. Interestingly, a larger proportion of iMSNs exhibited a selective activity when switching from the left to the right lever. This switch-related activity appears after the last press in the left sequence and cease before the onset of the first right lever press (Geddes et al., 2018) . These observations further highlight the functional heterogeneity within each MSNs population displaying distinct yet complementary roles: while dand i-MSNs are both involved in element-level action execution, dMSNs are more likely to signal sequence initiation and termination, whereas iMSNs preferentially encode the transition between subsequences. An interesting notion that was developed in this study is that rather than competing or cooperating for individual motor output, the direct and indirect pathways encode dynamics of the sequence execution and would coordinate to dynamically control action sequences at different levels, possibly in a hierarchical manner. Another recent study would further support this alternative encoding mechanisms of the DS: MSNs would continuously monitor movement dynamics providing an actionby-action representation of the ensemble of movements associated with the execution of a learned sequence in a run-and-stop task (SalesCarbonell et al., 2018 ). An interesting point raised in this study is the importance of the method used to classify neurons in distinct functional groups based on their firing rate modulations, and that when neurons are considered individually, or as ensembles, different functional groups can appear and separate (Sales-Carbonell et al., 2018) . A similar approach relying on large-scale recordings of calcium transients in the dorsal striatum and applied to spontaneous locomotion in an open field highlighted analogous points in respect with the functional organization of DS MSNs (Barbera et al., 2016) . This study revealed that the activity of some d-and i-MSNs is highly synchronized within spatially compact clusters of cells that display a similar organization for either dor i-MSNs. Moreover these clusters of MSNs appear to sequentially correlate with distinct phases of locomotor activity from movement initiation to movement termination, but also with mapping action space (Klaus et al., 2017) , suggesting a functional specialization of distinct MSN clusters within the DS, and that the sequential activation and deactivation of these clusters would be critical for proper motor coordination. Using large-scale chronic recordings to test whether the distinction of a given neuronal ensemble evolves during learning, automatization and reversal would be very informative.
Resolving the encoding mechanisms of the DS is a complex task, it becomes quite accepted that we need to go beyond the classical model with its simple classification of d-and i-MSNs as pro-kinetic and antikinetic pathways, respectively, which does not fully account for the activities of these cells in vivo. Further studies should be led in consideration of the different medio-lateral sub-regions of the DS in regards to their inputs, in the different MSNs populations in specific behavioral paradigms. Along with this idea adding a layer of complexity, Reig and Silberberg (2014) have shown by in vivo whole-cell recordings that MSNs in the DMS are able to integrate multimodal sensory information (visual and tactile) in contrast to DLS MSNs, integrating only one modality (tactile) (Reig and Silberberg, 2014) . These differences in sensory input may underlie contrasting patterns of activity in the DMS versus DLS that develop concurrently but with different dynamics during learning and task performance (Thorn et al., 2010) .
Considering these different scales, striatal processes occurring during flexibility responses remain largely unknown. Whether opposite or cooperative functions of d-and i-MSNs would also apply to reversal learning or strategy-shifting is unclear. Still, although correlative studies between neuronal activity and behavioral tasks or brains states are extremely important to understand how the different striatal sub-populations encode information, these approaches cannot provide causal links. Both correlative and causal approaches are extremely informative. Optogenetic activation/inactivation experiments applied to MSNs allowed to directly delve into the causal role of the different subpopulations in behavior and recently informed more specifically on the role of d-and i-MSNs in action sequence learning and reversal learning.
Optogenetic control of medium spiny neurons of the dorsal striatum in motor learning
In this chapter, we will review the studies using optogenetic control of MSNs in the context of action sequence learning or serial order learning, and reversal learning. While some optogenetic activations of d-and i-MSNs supported and confirmed the pro-and anti-kinetic hypothesis of the classical model of BG motor control (Kravitz et al., 2010; Sippy et al., 2015; Yttri and Dudman, 2016) , we saw that other studies were raising different roles (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) depending which striatal territory could be targeted and how photo-stimulations of each population were applied in paired with behavior, which will be further addressed in this section in various paradigms.
As introduced above, lesion and inactivation studies led to show that the lateral and medial regions of the DS are engaged in different functions: the DLS being critical in the acquisition of serial order learning, automatization of a new motor skill and habit learning (Yin, 2010) , while the DMS drives goal-directed behavior and is essential for reversal learning and strategy-shifting (Ragozzino et al., 2002a (Ragozzino et al., , 2002b without affecting initial discrimination learning. Selective lesions of dor i-MSNs in the DLS and DMS also led to provide direct evidences for dissociation between neuronal sub-types and striatal sub-regions in the regulation of motor learning and novelty or drug-induced motor responses (Durieux et al., 2012) . First, DMS-selective MSNs ablations have a critical impact on locomotor activity and attentional processes assessed by novel object exploration test in which dMSNs and iMSNs stimulate and inhibit locomotion and novelty recognition, respectively, while similar ablations in the DLS have no effect on these behaviors (Durieux et al., 2012) . Second, DMS iMSNs were found to be required for early motor learning, while DLS dMSNs are necessary in the progressive motor skill acquisition from the initial to the late learning stages (Durieux et al., 2012) . These findings suggested that d-and iMSNs work in concert to promote acquisition of a new motor skill where: activation of dMSNs in the sensorimotor striatum (DLS) is necessary to develop correct motor strategies for progressive automatization of the task, while activation of iMSNs in the associative striatum (DMS) would inhibit competing actions. During later skill learning stage, as attention to action is less required, DMS iMSNs would progressively disengage while DLS dMSNs remain necessary for habit learning. This theory is also well-supported by respective DMS/DLS activity dynamics showing a surge of activity in the DMS on the first stages of the task acquisition that decreases as training progresses, while DLS activity increases with training and correlates with improving performances (Thorn et al., 2010) .
In action sequence learning, an optogenetic approach tackling the respective contributions of d-and i-MSNs in the DLS provided causal proofs that a serial order learning task requires a disparity of striatal pathway favoring DLS dMSNs . First, Rothwell and colleagues genetically-targeted the expression of an inwardly rectifying potassium channel, Kir2.1, to selectively and robustly inhibit spiking activity of either d-or i-MSNs in the DLS and subsequently tested their necessity to acquire a serial order task . The task consists in pressing two levers in a serial order (A » B) to obtain a reward, and MSNs inactivation was performed before behavioral training. The overall performance of the AB sequence failed by inhibiting dMSNs, but not iMSNs. When dMSNs were inactivated, mice could not complete the second step of the sequence, making a high percentage of incorrect AA sequence while other types of incorrect responses (BB or BA) were unaffected . Thus, to identify the dynamic changes in their task, the authors calculated two measures of accuracy at first and second step of the sequence. First step accuracy was defined as the fraction of all trials that begin with a correct first step (AB + AA), and second step accuracy was defined as the percentage of all trials beginning with a correct first step that were subsequently completed with a correct second step (AB/AB + AA). When DLS dMSNs are inhibited, the second step accuracy is significantly decreased, while first step accuracy is unchanged. Importantly, these first results demonstrated that DLS dMSNs are critical for completion of responses in serial order, while iMSNs aren't necessary. This alteration was confirmed to be very specific to the performance of a learned sequence as it had no "side" effect on mice locomotion, motivation, perseveration or response switching . Indeed, only DLS dMSNs-inactivated mice were subjected to a discrimination task in which either left or right response was rewarded, while the other inactive. After training, contingencies were reversed and DLS dMSNs-inactivated mice normally switched their responses, which is consistent with the evidence that excitotoxic lesions of the entire DLS do not impair reversal learning in rodents (Castañé et al., 2010) . Interestingly, inhibition of DLS iMSNs produced a transient but significant improvement in second step accuracy , which can still point a role in sequence completion.
Next, to test the preferential involvement of the direct pathway in serial order task performance, the researchers implemented optogenetic tools to bilaterally activate respectively DLS d-and i-MSNs in pair with the behavior . This approach leads to a disbalanced activation of one striatal pathway versus the other. However, the authors reported that optogenetic stimulation of DLS dMSNs induced mild dyskinesia disrupting the ongoing behavior by increasing the latency to respond leading to inconclusive results. In contrast, photostimulation of DLS iMSNs (10 Hz, 5 ms pulse) did not induce such motor impairments and led to a frequency-dependent decrease in the percentage of correct AB sequences when stimulation was applied either before the first step or between steps. Similarly to dMSNs Kir2.1-induced inactivation, this impairment is associated with an increase of incorrect AA responses but not in BB nor BA responses leading to a significant decrease in second step accuracy but not in first step. Here again, the authors verified whether such stimulation of DLS iMSNs had any impact on general tendencies to repeat or switch responses, which would confound interpretation of serial order performance. Likewise Kir2.1-inhibition of dMSNs, photostimulation of iMSNs did not alter response latency and rate, or accuracy during a reversal task indicating that perseveration or response switching is not affected . The authors concluded from these impaired performances either due to direct dMSNs inhibition or iMSNs photostimulation, leading to either isolate or boost the indirect pathway, that sequence completion would require a disparity in striatal pathway that favors DLS dMSNs. Besides, they also found an asymmetric response in experience-dependent plasticity between motor cortex M2 inputs and DLS neurons after serial order learning that shows an increase in synaptic strength between M2 and dMSNs that was not detected on iMSNs , see further details in section III). Altogether these results would highlight a predominant role of DLS dMSNs in performing and completing action sequence learning.
However, another recent study using optogenetic control of MSNs sub-populations in action sequence learning rather proposes that dMSNs and iMSNs distinctly relay different sequence elements in a hierarchical manner to ensure accurate learning (Geddes et al., 2018) . The purpose of this paper was to elucidate how a learned action sequence is organized and identify the neural substrates underlying it with a focus on d-and i-MSNs of the DS, principally located in the DLS portion. The target sequence required to execute for obtaining a reward consists in pressing in a serial order the left lever, twice, followed by the right lever, twice (L > L > R > R). The reward was still attributed in case of extra presses besides this combination, as long as the sequence contained the consecutive LLRR pattern. The authors first examined the effects of selective lesions of d-and i-MSNs on the acquisition of this response, which resulted in marked impairments (Geddes et al., 2018) . It is important to note that the diffusion of the lesion performed here is quite important on the medio-lateral coordinate, ending up in affecting more globally the DS (DLS + DMS) rather than DLS itself. Still, dMSNslesioned mice showed impairments in initiating the left sequence leading to abolish the execution of the target sequence LLRR, while iMSNs-lesioned mice showed much less impairments in initiating or terminating the sequence but their ability to switch from left to right was dramatically reduced (Geddes et al., 2018) . These data are consistent with the previous study highlighting a role for dMSNs in controlling the overall sequence, but not iMSNs. However, it also suggests distinct roles of d-and i-MSNs in controlling action sequences by preferentially mediating sequence-versus subsequence-level execution, respectively.
Next, Geddes and colleagues employed optogenetic stimulations of either d-or i-MSNs more specifically in the DLS while the animals are performing the sequence already learned, and tested the consequences of acute state-paired stimulation on the subsequent sequence structure (Geddes et al., 2018) . Constant pulses of light (500 ms) were sent bilaterally in the DLS of D1-ChR2 or A2A-ChR2 expressing mice at each step of the sequence on the lever press. Photostimulations of DLS dMSNs at the first or second left press of the sequence induced a repetition of the left press. Although it inserted an extra left press, animals were still able to execute and terminate the target sequence. This repetition also happened following the second right press but surprisingly did not appear following the first right press. This observation led the authors to suggest that optogenetic modulation of the sequence through dMSNs is state-dependent. Stimulation on the first right press would have no effect due to the likelihood of pressing right again, which would also account for the first left press. However, the authors interpreted the latter response as a facilitation of the starting subsequence especially since that the insertion of the extra left press was counterbalanced by a shortening of the right subsequence, making the duration of the overall sequence unchanged (Geddes et al., 2018) . In contrast, photostimulations of DLS iMSNs applied on the first left or right press cut the following action to terminate the sequence to LRR or LLR, respectively. When photostimulations were applied on the second left or right press, when a natural switch was expected, there were no effect and sequence remained intact (Geddes et al., 2018) . These results were consistent with neuronal recording of iMSNs preferentially exhibiting high activity during subsequence left-to-right switch (Geddes et al., 2018) , and also suggest that iMSNs do not only act through general motor inhibition. Altogether these optogenetic manipulations of DLS dand i-MSNs have distinct effects on the global sequence structure by adding or removing single actions, respectively. The authors proposed that not only element-and sequence-level structures would be maintained independently, but the left and right subsequences would also be controlled separately. In addition, the fact that the right subsequence has been adjusted to maintain an appropriate total sequence length when stimulating DLS dMSNs on the left subsequence, suggests that learned action sequence is likely organized in a temporal hierarchical manner with a possible temporal encoding at both local subsequencelevel and global sequence-level with separate modes of control involving both the direct and the indirect pathways. However, there is no direct report or tests on general aspects of locomotion or perseverative responding that these manipulations could cause such as dyskinesia or response repetition especially with DLS dMSNs stimulations. Besides, a follow-up study testing the effects of similar closed-loop optogenetic control of d-and i-MSNs on reversal switching of this sequence learning, in the DLS versus DMS, would greatly advance our understanding on the respective role of these subpopulations in each striatal territories.
Our lab recently investigated the respective roles of the d-and iMSNs of the DLS in the acquisition of a new sequence learning in a reversal task using optogenetics in a chronic manner (Laurent et al., 2017) . We generated a disbalance in BG activity by over-activating or boosting each pathway during the reversal process, and test the consequences of this perturbation on the animals' performance and ability to learn a new sequence. As DMS and DLS are critical for new skill learning and habit formation, respectively, our manipulation in the DLS here intended to perturb or interfere with the automatization process that has taken place on the previously learned sequence, and test whether it impacts and allows the reversal learning. Although the DLS is expected to intervene in a second order compared to DMS, we found a direct impact on the acquisition of the new reversed sequence. In a twolever operant task, mice were trained to execute a L1L2 sequence response in order to earn a reward (Laurent et al., 2017) . In this sequence learning process, the L1L2 sequence proportion of all other possible sequence (L2L1, L1L1, L2L2) reflect the correct responses and acquisition of the dual action order. The L2L2 sequence was the most common error made at the beginning of the trials representing the repetition of the more proximal action to reward, but subsequently decreases with training. Next, once the animals were stable in their performances with minimal incorrect responses after two weeks, the rewarded sequence was switched to L2L1. At the same time, optogenetic pulsing stimulations were applied either on DLS dMSNs or DLS iMSNs, over the whole 90 min test session without being strictly paired with lever presses actions (20 Hz, 5 ms pulse, delivered by trains of 20 sec with a 10 sec pause). Over two weeks training, all animals (stimulated and unstimulated controls) gradually learned to reverse the sequence (Laurent et al., 2017) and in contrast with previous DLS photostimulation effects (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) , we did not observe any action sequence abortion when stimulating DLS d-or i-MSNs. Therefore, optogenetic activations of DLS d-and i-MSNs have no impact on the learning performances of the reversal sequence in agreement with lesions studies of the DLS that do not interfere with reversal learning (Castañé et al., 2010) . However, the mice that received optogenetic stimulation of DLS iMSNs exhibited a lower proportion of correct responses and delay in acquiring the reversal sequence, while DLS dMSNs photostimulations induced a facilitation in the acquisition of the new sequence, characterized by a higher proportion of correct responses occurring earlier in the training (Laurent et al., 2017) . The proportion of incorrect responses was also analyzed revealing again that the new proximal action to reward (L1L1) was the most common error made in controls at the beginning of the trials but reduces over time. However, this error was more frequently observed in DLS iMSNs activated mice, while it was significantly less occurring in DLS dMSNs activated mice across the whole training in comparison to control mice (Laurent et al., 2017) . This mostly frequent error occurring with DLS iMSNs photostimulation remained frequent at a random proportion with the other types of error within the group, which discard the possibility of a general inability to discriminate the various sequences. Similarly, it is unlikely that the photostimulations induce more repetitive responses as the proportion of L2L2 sequence gradually reduced over time. This analysis led us to suggest that activation of DLS iMSNs leads to a selective deficit connecting different actions to form a correct memory. Interestingly, DLS lesions showed a facilitation in the extinction of responding in the old rewarded strategy (Castañé et al., 2010) . These facilitating effects of the DLS lesion in the extinction of an old pre-learned sequence might thus rather be due to the absence of iMSNs. Interestingly, the deficits we generated with optogenetic activation of iMSNs (Laurent et al., 2017) are quite relevant to certain disease pathophysiology displaying behavioral inflexibility traits and in which the indirect pathway might be predominantly impaired, such as in schizophrenia (Simpson et al., 2010) , or in other words, over-activation of the indirect pathway might be preferentially involved in certain aspects of behavioral inflexibility.
Altogether this study not only highlighted distinct roles of d-and iMSNs in the acquisition of a dual action order but also revealed a critical influence of the DLS in sequence-switching learning process through two separates modes of control via the direct and indirect pathways. It would be thus very informative in future studies to develop concomitant recordings of DMS neurons during reversal process applying the same perturbation of the DLS sub-populations. Indeed, this study also suggests that not only a balanced activity of both pathways is necessary to execute an appropriate behavior or reversal learning, but also that a coordinated activity in the DLS and in the DMS, and in their respective downstream targets, may be also necessary to ensure flexibility. Consistently with parallel contributions of DLS and DMS rather than sequential involvement, optogenetic inhibition of DLS neurons was found to improve early discrimination performances in a visual discrimination task using a touchscreen platform (Bergstrom et al., 2018) . DLS photoinhibition was continuously applied from stimulus presentation to reward collection. Concomitantly to an increase in early performances, DLS-photoinhibited mice exhibited a decrease in error rate and an increase in win-stay and lose-shift behaviors. The latter might indicate that inhibiting the DLS could facilitate action selection by improving the use of the previous trial outcome to drive current choice. To dissect the relative contribution of d-and i-MSNs in early learning, the same optogenetic inhibition was replicated specifically on both subpopulations. The inhibition of DLS dMSNs mostly mimicked the effects observed after whole DLS inhibition whereas the specific inhibition of DLS iMSNs only resulted in a decrease in early error rate. These results highlight the complex relationship between DLS d-and iMSNs during early learning that can be, according to the behavioral trait considered, either competitive or cooperative. However, the inhibition of DLS iMSNs and dMSNs both resulted in a decrease in late discrimination performances that was not observed for total DLS inhibition, which was not further discussed by the authors. Interestingly, functional neuroanatomy revealed that DLS dMSNs inhibition resulted in enhanced Arc expression -a marker of synaptic plasticity-in the prelimbic cortex and DMS, thus suggesting enhanced synaptic plasticity in these two regions. As a conclusion the authors proposed that the DLS is recruited and influences behavior from the outset of learning, reflecting the ongoing construction of novel stimulus-response associations that are ultimately automated and aligned between the DMS and the DLS to build so-called meta-actions (Bergstrom et al., 2018) . Alternatively, and in agreement with the sequential model of DMS to DLS learning, one may postulate that the effects observed here might result from interferences from DLS-dependent habits and well-learned actions competing with formation of novel associations occurring in the DMS.
Along with this consideration on parallel or sequential contributions of DMS and DLS, the participations of cortical and thalamic projections to the distinct striatal territories in these learning processes have to be addressed. As mentioned earlier Rothwell and colleagues showed that excitatory synapses from the motor cortex to dMSNs, preferentially, in the DLS are necessary for serial order learning . Moreover, the genetic deletion of NMDA receptors connecting to striatal MSNs is sufficient to decrease the learning rate of certain sequence, suggesting that striatal plasticity is necessary for appropriate organization of sequential actions (Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) . Plus, more specifically, NMDA inactivation in iMSNs was shown to reduce habituation to novelty, delay goal-directed learning, suppress associative behavior, and impair fine motor learning (Lambot et al., 2016) . Therefore, deciphering the participation of the excitatory cortico-and thalamo-striatal synapses to identified-cell populations of the striatum, in its respective territory, in serial order learning and reversal learning remains critical.
Role of dorsal striatum afferences in motor learning and flexibility
The striatum works as a core center where information from different brain regions converge. This information is mediated by a variety of neurotransmitters including monoamines, aminoacids, peptides or gaseous signaling molecules (reviewed in Burke et al., 2017) . However, the striatal function is shaped primarily by two important glutamatergic inputs coming from the neocortex and the thalamus, and dopaminergic inputs from the midbrain (reviewed in Lanciego et al., 2012; Nelson and Kreitzer, 2014 ). These connections not only modulate both types of MSNs and interneurons' activity but also other terminals via axonaxonic synapses (Burke et al., 2017) . The following sections review what has been learned so far about the influences of cortical, thalamic and dopaminergic afferent neurons to the DS, in its different DLS/DMS territories when addressed, in motor learning and flexibility.
Corticostriatal pathway
The striatum receives topographically organized projections from nearly all regions of the cerebral cortex (Hintiryan et al., 2016) . Corticostriatal excitatory projections originate from two types of neurons: intratelencephalic (IT) neurons, which project exclusively to ipsi-and contralateral striatum and cortex, and pyramidal tract (PT) neurons, which project to ipsilateral striatum and cortex, and other brain regions such as the thalamus or brainstem but do not project to contralateral striatum (Hooks et al., 2018) . Whether these neurons project differently to dMSNs or iMSNs remains unclear. Some studies showed that dMSNs neurons preferentially receive input from IT neurons, whereas iMSNs receive greater inputs from PT neurons (Lei et al., 2004; Reiner et al., 2010; Morita, 2014 ). An other anatomical study showed no significant difference in the cortical targeting between d-and i-MSNs (Wall et al., 2013 ) while a functional study using recordings of striatal neurons when optogenetically activating both corticostriatal projections showed a preferential targeting of dMSN by PT neurons (Kress et al., 2013) . Traditionally, cortical GABAergic neurons projecting to the striatum were not considered to be a component of the canonical corticostriatal network because they were identified only in the prefrontal, somatosensory, and retrosplenial cortices (Lee et al., 2014; Jinno and Kosaka, 2004) . However, recent studies have shown direct GABAergic projections to the striatum from the motor and auditory cortices providing inhibitory inputs to both d-and i-MSNs that influence both pathways output functions (Rock et al., 2016; Melzer et al., 2017) .
How cortical projections to different regions of the striatum affect flexibility is still unclear. As introduced above, early lesion studies highlighted the importance of prefrontal cortical areas, such as the mPFC and OFC, in tasks requiring adaptation to new situations (Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Stefani et al., 2003; Ragozzino, 2007; Bissonette et al., 2008; Floresco et al., 2008; GhodsSharifi et al., 2008; Ostlund et al., 2009) . However, these studies showed heterogeneous results that may depend on the task performed and the inherent limitations of the lesion and pharmacological inactivation techniques, including low spatial and temporal resolutions, and possible involvement of compensatory mechanisms.
The importance of mPFC in behavioral adaptation was recently investigated with optogenetics. Marton and colleagues used a strategyshifting task including audio-visual switch in which mice alternate between auditory and visual cues to obtain a reward (Marton et al., 2018) . Then the task consists in first reinforcing the auditory cue (sound), while the visual cue (light) is irrelevant. Once the mice perform well enough (80% correct during a 10-trial block), the rule was switched such that the light cue is now rewarded and the sound cue can be ignored. Optogenetic inhibition was implemented in mPFC neurons with a viral vector expressing the archaerhodopsin (ArCh3.0) under the ubiquitous neuronal promoter human synapsin. Photoinhibitions were applied while the mice were already trained during the last 10 auditory trials and during the visual trials. While optogenetic inhibition of mPFC did not affect the on-going performances, it completely prevented the animals from switching to the visual rule, showing that inhibiting the mPFC impairs certain forms of behavioral flexibility (Marton et al., 2018) .
Another study has recently assessed this question in a cell-and circuit-specific manner through optogenetic control of mPFC projections to the DMS . Indeed, using different GENSAT cre driver lines targeting specific neuron types in the mPFC, the authors showed that the corticostriatal projection neurons located in layer V of the mPFC are critical and specialized in controlling behavioral flexibility. To target those neurons, the authors used the transgenic Colgalt2-cre mice transfected with a cre-dependent ArCh3.0-expressing virus. Photoinhibitions were applied on axon terminals in the DMS to ensure that the observed behavioral changes resulted from specific inactivation of corticostriatal projections . Mice are trained in a reversal task including a binary choice in which mice had to identify the correct port, out of two, which offers a 75% of probability to deliver the reward. When choice accuracy in the last 10 trials reached 80%, the rewarded port was switched to the other that offered only a 15% reward probability. Pyramidal neuron terminals in the DMS were optogenetically-inhibited at different time points during the pre-start and during the pre-choice. The pre-start manipulation allows to measure whether the photoinhibition impacts on premature responding (a readout of motor impulsivity), while the other rather targets the effects on animal choice response. Inhibition of mPFC pyramidal neuron terminals in the DMS does not affect impulsive behavior but induce a biased choice response to either right or left port independently of the rewarded option . This study demonstrated that mPFC layer V neurons→DMS are critical to regulate behavioral flexibility.
Regarding the OFC, in our knowledge, the use of specific optogenetic circuit-control of OFC striatal projections has still not been used to refine the role of this pathway in behavioral flexibility. However, it has been investigated in the context of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). Interestingly, optogenetic stimulations of the lateral OFC and its terminals in the DS (central region) alleviate abnormal repetitive and compulsive behavior, but also normalized impaired striatal microcircuit dynamics in a mouse model of OCD (Burguière et al., 2013) .
Functions of motor cortex inputs to the DLS were also questioned with circuit-projection specific inactivation and optogenetic stimulations. As mentioned earlier, Rothwell and colleagues showed the importance of dMSNs in the DLS for completion of a learned sequence and they next investigated whether synaptic inputs from motor cortex to the DLS are critical in this process . They specifically inhibited M1→DLS or M2→DLS projections by injecting in the DLS a rabies virus expressing the cre-recombinase which is taken up by axons and retrogradely transported to starter cells in the motor cortex. This approach was combined with the injection of a cre-dependent inhibitory Kir2.1-potassium channel in M1 or M2 neurons. As explained earlier, mice were subjected to a sequence learning task which consisted in pressing two levers in a serial order (A » B) to obtain a reward. Viral injections took place once mice were already trained in this task. The authors found that inhibition of M1→DLS projecting neurons had little effect on sequence performances, while inhibition of M2→DLS cortical projections dramatically decreased the percentage of correct AB sequences . These results suggested that inhibited mice had difficulties to initiate the primary action of the sequence, and highlighted the necessity of M2 inputs to the DLS to initiate and execute correctly a sequence of action. Next, they also tested the sufficiency of M2 inputs activation to the DLS to modulate sequence learning with optogenetic stimulations. Depending on when the stimulation is applied, between responses or before the first response, activation of M2→DLS terminals can either impair or improve performances, respectively, by increasing the likelihood of performing the first response of the sequence . While inhibition of these projections impairs the initiation of the primary action, activation can lead to its repetition. Finally, to evaluate the function of M2→DLS excitatory synapses after sequence learning, the authors performed acute brain slice whole-cell recordings of d-and i-MSNs in the DLS after behavioral training and optogenetically controlled excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) from M2 terminals with the channelrhodopsin variant, ChIEF. To assess synaptic strength between M2 and d-or i-MSNs, they measured AMPA/NMDA ratio when optically evoking EPSCs from M2 terminals and found an increased ratio exclusively in dMSNs of trained animals, which was not seen in iMSNs. Altogether, these experiments suggested that dMSNs in DLS were critical for sequence completion (see section II) as their activity is potentiated by excitatory inputs from the M2 .
In addition to causal studies using optogenetic inhibition/activation control of specific circuits, correlative approaches monitoring the realtime activity dynamics of associative and sensorimotor cortical projections to DS by fiber photometry during motor skill learning were recently performed in mice (Kupferschmidt et al., 2017) . Importantly, the authors evidenced that associative and sensorimotor inputs are concurrently active during the first stages of motor learning while they reduce activity in a dissociable manner as actions are refined into skills. To develop this study, the authors monitored mPFC→DMS and M1→ DLS presynaptic inputs activity using fiber photometry in transgenic Emx1-cre mice transfected with a cre-dependent virus expressing GCaMP6s. GCaMP6s indicator was thus expressed in mPFC and M1 pyramidal neurons and their dorsal striatal inputs. After optical fiber implantation above the DMS and DLS the neural activity is assessed from both mPFC→DMS and M1→DLS somas and presynaptic inputs in freely moving mice during different phases of a rotarod task. They showed that mPFC→DMS pathway is weakly engaged (little active) on the first training trials but rapidly increases and peaks by final trials during the first day of training. However, once the action is learned after several days, mPFC→DMS pathway disengages as measured by low calcic activity. These results suggest a transient engagement of mPFC→DMS projection neurons that may underlie the preferential engagement of the DMS in early learning stages (Yin et al., 2009; Durieux et al., 2012) . Furthermore, mPFC→DMS input disengagement selectively correlated with and predicted subsequent learning performances, suggesting that mPFC inputs to DMS may gate the acquisition of skills. Unexpectedly, M1→DLS pathway was shown to be strongly engaged during the naive and early learning stages, and incrementally disengages across training (Kupferschmidt et al., 2017) . This strong initial engagement of the M1→DLS pathway suggests that sensorimotor circuits also serve important roles during early learning and thus question the classical theory by which neural control of actions shifts from DMS to DLS circuits across learning (Graybiel, 2008) , in agreement with the discussion we developed earlier in reversal learning task (Laurent et al., 2017 , see section II). However, no correlation was observed between M1→DLS inputs activity dynamics and learning performance in this task.
Altogether, these studies highlighted the importance and dynamics of prefrontal and motor corticostriatal inputs to the different striatal territories to specific aspects of behavior. These studies confirm that the prefontral areas of the cortex sending projections to the DMS do not affect the acquisition of motor or instrumental conditioning tasks. However, these projections are critical for behavioral adaptations in face of changes in the environment and new learning. Nevertheless, motor areas, projecting to both DMS and DLS, are also important to acquire and develop motor learning performances. Thus, different information from the environment is transmitted from different cortical areas to the DS that governs divergent actions downstream.
In conclusion to gain further insights in the understanding on the encoding and respective role of each MSNs population in regards to their differential cortical inputs, especially in behavioral flexibility paradigms, future studies, mixing the cutting-edge techniques we reported in this review, should be used to selective control each specific inputs of both MSN populations.
Thalamostriatal pathway
Although most models of the basal ganglia emphasize the importance of the connection from the cerebral cortex to the striatum, the thalamus also shares strong connections with the striatum. Indeed, anatomical studies showed that corticostriatal and thalamostriatal synapses formed on MSNs are nearly equal in number (Doig et al., 2010) . In addition, emerging evidences suggest that thalamostriatal inputs play an important role in modulating corticostriatal inputs (Ding et al., 2010) .
The main source(s) of thalamostriatal projections are intralaminar thalamic nuclei, but substantial inputs from midline ( Van der Werf et al., 2002) and ventral motor nuclei (Erro et al., 2001 ) have also been described. Intralaminar nuclei are divided into "rostral intralaminar nuclei", composed of the central medial (CeM), paracentral (PC) and centrolateral nuclei (CL), and the "caudal intralaminar group" that includes the centromedian (CM) and parafascicular (Pf) nuclear complex in human and non-human primates. Although the CM is not clearly delineated in rodents, the lateral part of the Pf is considered the homolog of the primate CM, whereas the medial Pf displays strong similarities with the Pf in primates (Groenewegen and Berendse, 1994; Smith et al., 2004) . Within the striatum, afferents from Pf establish asymmetric synapses principally with dendritic shafts of both types of MSNs ( The implications of CM and Pf in behavioral flexibility have been analyzed in several lesion and pharmacological studies. Brown and colleagues studied the influence of the Pf in behavioral flexibility by pharmacologically inactivating the Pf through infusion of the GABA agonists, baclofen and muscimol, and examined the effects on reversal learning in rats (Brown et al., 2010) . In a cross maze task, Pf inactivation impaired place reversal learning by selectively increasing regressive errors that measure the ability to maintain a new choice after initially shifting away from the previously relevant choice pattern. Interestingly, in a subsequent experiment, the authors proposed that DMS CINs exert a key role in relaying Pf inputs regulation of reversal learning by measuring acetylcholine (ACh) release in the DMS by in vivo microdialysis during reversal learning (Brown et al., 2010) . They first showed an increase in ACh DMS levels during reversal learning, and then that Pf inactivation prevents it. The relationship between Pf striatal projections and CINs was further supported by anatomical (Guo et al., 2015; Reiner and Deng, 2016) and functional studies confirming that Pf neurons directly project to DMS (Alloway et al., 2014) and that lesion of the Pf alters specifically DMS CINs firing activity, as opposed to CINs located in the DLS or MSNs in the DMS . In addition, Bradfield and colleagues assessed the effect of excitotoxic NMDA-induced bilateral lesion of the Pf on a goal-directed learning protocol including a contingency reversal procedure. They also examined the effects of asymmetrical lesions to disconnect the Pf from the DMS, and the effects of pharmacological blockade of cholinergic activity on the same behavior . They found that, in all cases, either with bilateral lesion of the Pf, by disconnecting the Pf-DMS pathway (specific to the posterior region of the DMS), or by reducing the DMS cholinergic activity, there is a deficit in goal-directed learning after changes in action-outcome contingencies evidenced by rats' inability to encode new contingencies. However, the initial acquisition of goal-directed actions is not affected . Altogether these results suggest that the behavioral deficits resulting from Pf-DMS disconnection are predominantly induced by changes in CINs function in the posterior DMS. The authors proposed that rather than affecting new learning, deficit in cholinergic function induced interference between both new and existing action-outcome encoding in the posterior DMS. Consistently with these results on striatal cholinergic function, specific ablation of CINs in the DMS impairs reversal learning in set-shifting (Aoki et al., 2015) . Although Pf lesion has an asymmetric effect on CINs and MSNs' firing activity, its effects or associated compensatory mechanisms on the global local network activity including GABAergic interneurons, d-and i-MSNs and their interconnectivity (collaterals) (Burke et al., 2017) , and its response to cortical inputs should be further investigated.
Recently, Kato and colleagues examined the role and necessity of CL thalamostriatal neurons in reversal learning and attentional set-shifting using a selective neural pathway targeting technique in mice . This technique consists in injecting into the DS (central region) a lentiviral vector that has retrograde gene transfer properties and that encodes a receptor for a recombinant immunotoxin. Injection of the toxin in the CL enabled to eliminate selectively CL neurons, preserving the Pf ones. Selective ablation of CL→DS neurons impairs response selection and disturbs flexible switching. Using a two-lever choice visual discrimination task, the authors examined 1) task acquisition when inducing the lesion before the training and 2) task performance when inducing the lesion once the task was acquired. Ablation of CL→DS neurons did not alter the acquisition of the task (1) but impaired the performance (response accuracy) if the lesion was done once the task was acquired (2) . This demonstrates that CL thalamostriatal neurons are important for response selection but not initial learning on sensory discrimination. However, the effect of pathway ablation on response accuracy (2) can be recovered during repetitive sessions. Moreover, the authors assessed the effects of the lesion on reversal learning and set-shifting abilities by replacing a visual discrimination task by a place discrimination strategy. As the lesion did not affect the acquisition of the task, ablations were performed before training and once the animals were trained, one group was subjected to reversal test and another to set-shifting. In the reversal test, ablated mice exhibited slower performances to switch levers and needed more sessions to reach the criterion validating the task compared with controls. In set-shifting, the increase of correct responses in ablated mice was impaired and further sessions were also necessary to reach the criterion. These results indicated that the CL thalamostriatal neurons are required not only for reversal learning but also for attentional set-shifting where they may facilitate behavioral switching. In addition to the lesion, the authors induced a reversible inactivation of the CL→DS pathway using chemogenetic. Using the same retrograde lentivirus encoding the cre-recombinase, they injected a cre-dependent virus carrying the mutated muscarinic receptor for inhibitory DREADD control (hM4Di) in the CL, allowing specific inhibition of CL→DS projections. Interestingly, the acute inhibition of CL→DS neurons also altered behavioral flexibility in the reversal learning and attentional set-shifting tasks, but did not affect the response selection during the performance phase of visual discrimination (2) in contrast to the ablation. Such discrepancies might be due to compensatory mechanisms. Nevertheless, these results highlighted a key role of thalamostriatal inputs from the CL in the regulation of DS functions, notably in behavioral flexibility. However, the nature of the striatal target cells involved in these processes remains to be identified.
Interestingly another form of flexibility measured by response inhibition (see introduction) seems to involve Pf→DMS projections. Chemogenetic inhibition of the Pf→DMS pathway during a five-choice serial reaction time task, assessing both spatio-temporal attention and inhibitory control (motor impulsivity), was shown to induce an increase in perseverative responses when the stimulus predictability was reduced, while premature (anticipated) responding or attention measurements were unaffected . This perseverance trait is an indication of compulsivity, which can arise from altered response inhibition. The behavioral deficit elicited by inactivation of the Pf→ DMS pathway here shows high specificity since other performance indices were not altered suggesting that the Pf→DMS pathway may be preferentially involved in certain aspects of behavioral flexibility.
A very recent study combining electrophysiological and optogenetic approaches was performed to assess the implication of thalamostriatal projections to DMS and DLS in initiation and execution of a sequence of movements . First, Diaz-Hernandez and colleagues identified by retrograde viral approaches that Pf and thalamic ventroposterior (ThVP) neurons present a preferential innervation for the DMS and DLS, respectively, which was functionally confirmed by performing MSNs ex vivo whole-cell recordings combined with optogenetic stimulation of Pf and ThVP projections. Second, to assess whether neurons from Pf and ThVP modulate their activity during initiation or execution, they recorded the activity of thalamostriatal neurons identified by anti-dromic photo-tagging while animals initiated and executed a sequence of movements. To do so, ChR2 was expressed in glutamatergic thalamic neurons of either Pf or ThVP from VGluT2-cre mice implanted with an electrode array above the expression site. In addition, optical fibers were placed either in the DMS or DLS to anti-dromically activate and tag Pf neurons projecting to the DMS or ThVP neurons projecting to the DLS. The operant task consisted in learning a sequence of eight consecutive lever presses to earn a reward. Electrophysiological recordings performed in trained animals showed that both pathways displayed activity modulation during the initiation and execution of the sequences of lever presses, but the Pf→ DMS neurons contained a larger proportion of units modulated during initiation while the ThVP→DLS neurons contained more units modulated during the execution. Moreover, the authors performed linear regression analysis in order to establish a relationship between the recorded activity and behavioral parameters, such as latency to start a sequence (initiation phase) and number of presses in the sequence (execution). They observed that Pf→DMS neurons contained more units correlated with the initiation while ThVP→DLS neurons contained more units correlated with the execution. Finally, to test the necessity of thalamostriatal projection for initiation and execution, they optogenetically inhibited the thalamostriatal terminals either before the initiation or during the execution of a sequence of movements. Optogenetic inhibition of Pf→DMS or ThVP→DLS terminals before the start of the sequence both increased the latency to initiate the sequence. However, only inhibition of ThVP→DLS increased the number of presses. On the other hand, only optogenetic inhibition of ThVP→DLS during execution had behavioral impairments characterized by an increased number of lever presses in the sequence. Altogether, these results indicated that both Pf→DMS and ThVP→DLS contribute to proper action initiation, and the later additionally contributes to the proper execution of learned sequence of movements.
In conclusion, these papers highlighted a key contribution of the thalamus as a source of striatal modulation as well as distinct involvement of singular thalamic nuclei with respect to their specific projections to DS sub-regions. However, the function of their specific actions directly on either d-or i-MSNs and indirectly through striatal interneurons is still underexplored in comparison to cortical inputs. Also knowing that both thalamic inputs and cortical inputs converge into single MSNs, it would be of great interest to dissect their synergistic or competitive interactions in the context of learning and flexibility to adjust behavioral outcome in an ever-changing environment.
Dopaminergic afferences
Midbrain DA neurons are mainly located in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). The striatum receives massive DA inputs from VTA DA neurons projecting principally to the VS, and from the medial and lateral SNc projecting principally to the DMS and the DLS, respectively (Lammel et al., 2014) . Indeed, despite this topography, there is a considerable overlap in projection targets because individual DA neurons have widespread striatal projections (Vogt Weisenhorn et al., 2016) . Midbrain DA neurons are heterogeneous not only regarding their axonal projections but also their morphological (e.g. variable dendrite architecture), molecular (GABA and glutamate co-release) and electrophysiological properties (Wolfart et al., 2001; Neuhoff et al., 2002; Amendola et al., 2012; Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012; Henny et al., 2012; Chuhma et al., 2018) . In addition, DA neurons can be excited by both rewarding and aversive stimuli, suggesting that DA neurons participate in distinct circuits mediating partially distinct functions (Lammel et al., 2014; Morales and Margolis, 2017) .
As previously mentioned, behavioral flexibility is mediated by prefrontal connections to the striatum. However, evidences from Parkinson's disease patients exhibiting flexibility impairments with increased perseverative errors point out an involvement of striatal DA signaling (Hughes et al., 2013; Lange et al., 2017) . Because both DS and VS receive prefrontal cortex and DA projections, it is unclear whether DA signaling to either one or both of these regions would be preferentially involved in these flexibility alterations. Pharmacological and lesion approaches have shown the implication of DA in flexibility processes. For example, high or low doses of psychostimulants increasing DA levels impair reversal learning performance (Clarke et al., 2011; Idris et al., 2005) . However, other studies using intermediate doses showed no effect or even opposite results (Daberkow et al., 2013) consistent with the idea that cognitive performances and DA levels follow an inverted U-shaped function (Cools and D'Esposito, 2011) . Conversely, reducing DA levels by pharmacological depletion of DA neurotransmission in the DMS impairs odor-guided reversal learning, without affecting initial discrimination learning . A similar depletion targeting more largely the DS induces a deficit in the acquisition of a visual discrimination task, and alters the acquisition of a new rule in a set-shifting task in mice (Parikh et al., 2016) . Another study using DA-deficient mice showed similar results in a water U-maze paradigm where mice had to shift from an initially acquired escape strategy to a new strategy (Darvas and Palmiter, 2011) . Interestingly, restoration of DA signaling in the VS of these mice corrected certain behavioral deficits including restoring the proper initial strategy to escape but still failed to acquire a new strategy to escape during the set-shifting test, suggesting that VS DA signaling may not be involved in new strategy learning.
To further illustrate specialized functions of DA signaling in the striatum, a recent study combining optogenetic and fiber photometry aimed at investigating reward and choice encoding in DA axon terminals in the DMS and NAc in mice highlighted key differences between these regions . Importantly, DA axons terminals activities in the DMS and NAc present preferential increase to choice and reward, respectively. Another study also using optogenetics and fiber photometry in combination with retrograde viral tracing tackled distinct roles of DA SNc projections to the DMS and DLS . First, SNc DA neurons project to non-overlapping striatal subregions: medial cells to DMS and lateral ones to DLS. Lateral and medial cells also exhibit different intrinsic electrophysiological properties upon their axonal projection sites . Interestingly, DMS and DLS are reciprocally connected with the very same DA neurons that project back to these SNc sub-fields. Furthermore, the authors described strong DLS projections to DA SNc→DMS projecting neurons, implying a support for lateral to medial information flow that would be interesting to further explore. Based on the variety of DA responses to reward and aversion, Lerner and colleagues examined distinct functions of SNc→ DMS and SNc→DLS projecting neurons by recording their activity following either appetitive or aversive stimuli. To do so, they employed a retrograde targeting approach by co-injecting a CAV-cre virus in the DMS or DLS and a cre-dependent virus carrying a GCaMP6f construct in the SNc. Strikingly, SNc→DMS DA neurons showed a decrease of activity in response to aversive stimuli while SNc→DLS DA neurons showed an increase of activity. However, both populations responded similarly to appetitive stimuli. These observations demonstrated that the differences in the representations of aversive stimuli among subsets of SNc DA neurons depend on their projection target.
In addition to signaling actually occurring appetitive or aversive cues, DA neurons also play a key role in operant learning in particular through the formation of a so-called reward prediction error (Keiflin and Janak, 2015) . A recent and elegant study evaluated how DA influences choice selection in operant task where mice were trained to select between two alternative actions (lever presses) according to internally monitored temporal information . In this task, every trial starts with the extension of both levers that are subsequently retracted for either 2 or 8 sec. The duration of lever retraction indicates the rewarded lever. This task allows to study dynamics of action selection processes in a self-paced manner, as animals rely on internal monitoring of time to get a reward. Indeed behavioral tracking of mice during levers retraction during long-duration trials reveals that their preference seems biased toward the short-duration lever during the first half of lever retraction period, and then evolves to a bias toward the long-duration option. Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry measurements of DA released in the central DS revealed an increased DA concentration throughout short-duration trials, and, regarding longduration trials, DA concentration is initially increased during the first seconds following levers retraction and then drops to levels below baseline until levers extension. DA levels seem to follow a similar kinetic than behavioral preference toward one lever or the other. In vivo electrophysiological recordings of optogenetically-tagged DA cells in the SNc demonstrated that the firing activity of a majority of DA cells displays the same profile as DA concentration in the DS during both short-and long-duration trials. The introduction in trained animals of a new unrewarded probe trial two times longer than the long-duration trial (16 sec), unrevealed two different dynamics of DA concentration in the DS associated with different lever choices: when DA remains below baseline levels, mice chose the long-duration lever; when DA concentration returns to baseline levels, mice chose the short-duration lever. The above results would thus indicate that the release of DA in the DS might be predictive of ongoing lever preference. Following these correlative evidences, the authors next tested the causative influence of DA on action selection using optogenetic manipulation of SNc DA neurons. First, SNc DA cells or their terminals in the DS were stimulated during 1sec immediately before levers extension 2sec, 4sec, or 8sec after levers retraction. No change in preference was observed for the 2sec-or the 8sec-long trials, preferences remained identical to those after short-or long-duration trials, respectively. However, for 4sec-long trials, DA neurons or DA terminals stimulation resulted in a change in preference toward the short-duration option. Additionally, optogenetic stimulation of DA SNc neurons at different time points during longduration trials resulted in a shift in preference toward the short-duration option with the exception of stimulations occurring early (0-2sec) during the retraction period and stimulation occurring immediately before lever extension (7sec). Oppositely, following the same procedure, the optogenetic inhibition of DA SNc cells produced a shift in preference toward the long-duration option only when it occurred early during the levers retraction period when DA concentration normally increases. Altogether, the above study highlighted that DA signaling within the DS is a key element driving and modulating action selection processes. To explain their observations, authors posit that the nigrostriatal dopamine might integrate information across multiple brain centers essential to decision processing and send this integrated signal to efferent brain structures, including the DS, for shaping action selection.
These recent studies contributed to support the fact that the midbrain DA complex does not form a homogeneous group with respect to anatomy, physiology, molecular identity, sensitivity to various stimuli, and functions. Part of this heterogeneity is related to distinct targeting in the DS, in its DMS and DLS sub-territories that, as mentioned earlier, are specifically involved in some aspects of action sequence learning, reversal learning and flexibility. On top of DS regional specialization, DA signaling also critically drives action sequence learning or reversal learning, as DA signaling dynamics shape behavioral outcome in front of a given situation. Deciphering DA signaling heterogeneity should be addressed in future studies with a particular focus on striatal subregions as well as its specific effect on subpopulations of d-and i-MSNs that might be oppositely affected by changes in DA levels. Moreover DA signaling in the DS could also strongly modulate cortico-thalamic inputs as the terminals of these afferences also bear dopamine receptors strongly adjusting synaptic transmission properties.
Conclusion
The development of optogenetic tools to control and image neuronal activity in the last decade offered multiple possibilities to specifically examine the functions of BG circuits and more particularly those of striatal cell populations. We reviewed here that the classical BG model on motor control is undergoing some refinements as growing evidences from recordings of individual neuron firing activity show a high level of heterogeneity within each MSNs populations and that both pathways are co-engaged in discrete behaviors (see Table 1 ) and can be synchronized in compact clusters of cells displaying a similar organization. The question of whether optogenetic control of MSNs either support or question the BG model can vary on where in the DS and how photostimulations were applied in pair with behavior. It is noteworthy that photostimulations induce synchronization of neuronal activity, which can naturally happen occasionally but is also inconsistent with the intra-population heterogeneity in firing activity observed in vivo, in freely moving animals. Further efforts should be made in identifying new markers or tools allowing to distinguish these different intra MSNs subpopulations in order to better characterize their causal role. In addition, it is also important to keep in mind that optogenetic excitations may disrupt the spontaneous neuronal activity engaged during the task. Therefore, complementary experiments assessing both excitatory and inhibitory optogenetic approaches to test the sufficiency and necessity of target cells, respectively, to one given behavioral response, are rather informative and more insightful to better delineate the roles and contributions of striatal populations. Alternatively, we highlighted recent studies using multiple combinations of tracing tools and optogenetics allowing to study behavioral correlations and/or causal roles of specific inputs to the striatum. These studies contributed to highlight a sophisticated role of discrete regions and pathways in the DS notably in action sequence learning and specialized aspects of behavioral flexibility (see Fig. 1 ). These approaches will provide a critical gain of knowledge in the near future by integrating a specific targeting of MSNs allowing to track and retrogradely control specific inputs to each MSNs population in distinct striatal territories. Along with these discoveries, multiplying simultaneous recording/control of DLS and DMS neurons in behaving animals will also improve our understanding on how the DS operate to form and modulate action learning, habit formation and flexibility.
Other layers of complexity we could hardly developed here refer to the anatomical features of the striatum: 1) the intrastriatal circuitry involving a variety of interneurons (CINs (see Amalric's lab's paper entitled "Contribution of cholinergic interneurons to striatal pathophysiology in Parkinson's disease" in this issue), parvalbumin-positive fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons, FSIs, and somatostatin-positive low-threshold-spiking interneurons LTSIs) (Burke et al., 2017) , 2) the existence of a collateral plexus formed by MSNs short-range axonal projections (Burke et al., 2017) , and 3) the neurochemical organization of the striatum into striosomes (patches) and matrix. Concerning the critical influence of interneurons, a recent study performing in vivo simultaneous recordings in the motor cortex and DLS neurons in rats subjected to a sequenced lever-press task showed that MSNs and FSIs have complementary representations of the full learned action while motor cortex's neurons encode sub-components of the sequence (Martiros et al., 2018) . Furthermore, FSIs in the DS were shown to exert a feed-forward inhibitory control of bursting activity on MSNs that regulates plasticity and facilitates sequence learning (Owen et al., 2018) . Thus FSIs and CINs (as evoked above notably in thalamic influences to the DS) would have critical contributions but many open questions remain on their functions and mechanisms by which they regulate MSNs activity and plasticity, and how this local network would establish some sort of hierarchical control system analogous to neocortical or hippocampal interneurons that critically shape information processing. On the other part, the functional outcome of striosome and matrix compartments of the striatum remain poorly understood, although recent findings revealed distinct consequences for striatal synapse function (Brimblecombe and Cragg, 2017) . However, Friedman and colleagues performed optogenetic photoinhibition of prelimbic cortex (PL) afferences to the DMS that preferentially innervate striosomes, and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) afferences to the DMS that preferentially project to the matrix (Friedman et al., 2015) . Inhibition of the predominantly striosome-targeting PL→DMS pathway favored a behavioral approach to high-cost options. In contrast, inhibition of the predominantly matrix-targeting ACC→DMS pathway induces approaches to higher benefits options, suggesting that the matrix in the DMS is involved in evaluating the benefit of the goals and may be less specific to cost-benefit integration. The authors proposed that the striosomes might influence not only ongoing value-based decisionmaking but also mood states and state-dependent control of motivation.
Overall the use of novel technological tools led to considerably improve our understanding of the basic rules and function of DS and its sub-compartments (see Fig. 1 ). Efforts should now be pushed forward to decipher the exquisite complexity of striatal functioning and information encoding in various behaviors and in relation with the complexity of sensory and higher-order cortical and thalamic inputs, the intricacies of striatal regional components and cellular diversity, and modulatory factors originating from outside the basal ganglia loop.
